
WR Perfomance Total Wash Systems
NOW IN STOCK

Orders Shipped Same Day!
Shop 24/7 @

magnumdistributing.com

800.783.5859

DESC.            PART #               RETAIL    $CODE    $CASE
12OZ      WRF-30005           15.99     D019   D02901

DESC.            PART #               RETAIL    $CODE    $CASE
QT           WRF-30001           24.99    D9931  D88761

F3 - Fast Foam Filter Cleaner
Completely cleans from start to finish in less than
1 minute! Works effectively on Petroleum and
Biodegradable filter oils. Self-activating soap
when rinsing out in water. Safe on glue joints and
the foam itself. Quart bottles sold each or 
12 per case.

F3 - Fast Foam Aerosol Filter Cleaner
Completely cleans from start to finish in less than

1 minute! Works effectively on Petroleum and
Biodegradable filter oils. Self-activating soap

when rinsing out in water. Safe on glue joints and
the foam itself.  Sold each or 12 per case. 

Mud Defender Aerosol
Mud release agent that reduces the sticking and
clean up of heavy soils, mud, rubber, and clay.
Thick protective coating that leaves a high gloss
finish. Great for use on plastic, metal, rubber,
vinyl, and carbon fibre. Advanced non-silicone
technology. Sold each or 12 per case.

Total Wash Off-Road Cannon
Total wash Off-Road Offers a fast an convenient way to
clean your toys.Quickly removes dirt, dust, and other
road contaminants whilleaving a wax like finish. Works

into a thick lather that is safe on all surfaces and finishes.
One Cartridge makes over 5 Gallons of highly effective

wash. Sold each or 6 per case..

DESC.            PART #               RETAIL    $CODE    $CASE
12OZ        WRMD-0001          15.99     D019   D02901

Total Wash Cartridges
Total wash is the total package when it comes to cleaning and de-
greasing your toys. One bottle makes 5 gallons of wash and can be
used with a Total Wash Cannon or diluted with water and applied man-
ually. Biodegradable and safe to use on soft metals such as aluminum
or anodized components. Quart Bottles, Sold each or 12 per case.
DESC.                 PART #          RETAIL    $CODE    $CASE
OFF ROAD      WRTW-0001     19.99    D9401  D88521
STREET         WRTW-0008     19.99    D9401  D88521

Hydracoat Quick Detailer
Total wash is the total package when it comes to cleaning and degreasing
your toys. One bottle makes 5 gallons of wash and can be used with a
Total Wash Cannon or diluted with water and applied manually. Biodegrad-
able and safe to use on soft metals such as aluminum or anodized compo-
nents. 16oz Spray Bottles, Sold each or 12 per case.

DESC.            PART #               RETAIL    $CODE    $CASE
KIT          WRTW-0003          89.95    D9984  D49392

Total Wash Street Cannon
Total wash Street Offers a fast an convenient way to clean
your toys.Quickly removes dirt, dust, and other road con-
taminants whilleaving a wax like finish. Works into a thick
lather that is safe on all surfaces and finishes. One Car-
tridge makes over 5 Gallons of highly effective wash. Sold
each or 6 per case.
DESC.            PART #               RETAIL    $CODE    $CASE
KIT          WRTW-0009          89.95    D9984  D49392

DESC.                PART #           RETAIL    $CODE    $CASE
HOSE CANN  WRTW-0014      49.95    D9943  D49902

Total Wash Heavy Duty
Is a strong formula that cuts through oily grime, brake
dust, & bug guts with ease. Is virtually touchless which
means you can throw away your brushes and let the
cleaner work for you. Easily cleans tires for a deep

black finish. Great for engine degreasing. Breaks down
bug guts and debris for easy removal. Acid free 16oz

spray Bottles, Sold each or 12 per case.

DESC.                 PART #          RETAIL    $CODE    $CASE
16OZ             WRTW-0015     19.99    D9111   D82431

Total Wash Hose Cannon
Covers large surfaces in seconds making washing a breeze. Can
be adjusted for vertical and horizontal spray patterns. Adjustable
dilution dial for maximum control over the concentration of your
wash. Simple coupling connection to water supply. Fits any 5/8"
and 3/4" standard garden hose. . Sold each or 6 per case.

DESC.                 PART #          RETAIL    $CODE    $CASE
16OZ             WRTW-0015     19.99    D9111   D82431


